
Primer.
Our Natural Oil Primer is a true multi-
functional, multi-tasking “hero product”
within the Saint Minerals range.

Skin Type:All Natural Oil 

Primer.Mineral
Skin Type: All 

Price: $39

Price: $35Designed to “Prime + Prep” the skin,
smooth texture, minimise fine lines,
wrinkles + blur pores. 

Multi-functional primer can be used 2 ways - a true hero product of the
range
Use as a hydrating primer for dry / dehydrated skin or transform Mineral
Loose Powder into a natural liquid foundation
100% natural ingredients, antioxidants + essential oils

Apply direct for a dewy finish
Using our Foundation or Kabuki Brush mix a
small drop with our Loose Powder to create a
100% natural liquid foundation 

Directions

Suitable for all skin types, particularly oily skin to help eliminate oil /
shine
Can be used alone to smooth texture, minimise fine lines + wrinkles +
blur pores before any Saint Minerals foundation application 
Clear, silky gel consistency, light on skin + gives long-lasting durability
Designed to create the perfect canvas for flawless Saint Minerals base
application 

Apply after moisturiser or SPF using fingertips. 
 Helps smooth texture + tone, minimise the
appearance of pores, blemishes or
imperfections + ensures a longer-lasting, more
durable + flawless foundation base. Used alone
the “blurring” effect gives a brighter, clearer
complexion.
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Foundation.Liquid Mineral Skin Type:All 
Price: $55

Creamy, hydrating, long-lasting, full-
coverage base.

7 colour shades 01, 02, 02.5, 03, 04, 05, 06 
Full coverage provides long-lasting wear. Creamy formula which
hydrates skin + provides the perfect coverage without feeling heavy on
the skin 
SPF 25 

Best applied with a Saint Minerals Foundation
Brush. Provides a hydrating, luminous, full-coverage
complexion - while still allowing the skin to breathe.
Suited for all skin-types, ages + concerns - Saint
Minerals heals + protects + flawlessly hides line-
lines + wrinkles, Rosacea + Acne.

Powder. Loose Mineral Skin Type: All 
Price: $55Our triple-milled, super-fine mineral powder

provides a satin, creamy, buildable,
flawless finish.

7 colour shades - 01, 02, 02.5, 03, 04, 05, 06 
Tripled-milled, super-fine powder provides a satin, creamy, full-
coverage, dewy, incandescent, flawless finish
Suitable to use over all other Saint Minerals bases 
Turn the loose into a liquid +Saint Minerals oil primer 
SPF 25

Tap a small amount of powder into the lid + swirl your Saint
Minerals Kabuki Brush into the powder to warm up the
minerals. The more you warm the minerals – the more
flawless the application. Work powder into brush, tap off any
excess + lightly dust over face for a flawless, luminous base.
Saint Minerals is highly concentrated, so repeat process for
fuller coverage. Can also be used as a spot-treatment
concealer when applied with a concealer brush.

Foundation.Pressed Mineral Skin Type:All 
Price: $59Perfect for oily skin types or those wanting

a matte finish.

4 colour shades 01, 02, 03, 04
Oily skin types or those who prefer a matte finish
SPF 25 

Apply with sponge provided (under the compact)
or if you prefer a lighter coverage apply with
Saint Minerals Kabuki Brush in a downward
movement. Great as a touch-up.

Foundation.Cream Mineral Skin Type:
Dry / Dehydrated
Price: $59

“Cream-2-Powder” finish. Hydrates +
protects with controlled, buildable
coverage. Offers UVA+B protection. 

4 colour shades 01, 02, 03, 04
Cream-2-Powder finish. Suits dry / mature skin types. Good for touch-
ups.
Offers UVA + B protection from  Zinc Oxide + Titanium Dioxide 
SPF 25

Apply with sponge provided or Saint Minerals
Foundation Brush for controlled, buildable
coverage. Top with Saint Minerals Loose
Powder for a matte finish. Convenient + quick
for touch-ups.

Cream.BB Skin Type: All 
Price: $59

A multi-tasking, medium-lightweight base,
packed full of soothing antioxidants,
botanicals + essential oils.

6 colour shades 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05.
A medium coverage lightweight formula packed full of anti-oxidants,
botanicals + essential oils
BB stands for Beauty Balm 
A true multi-tasking base, offers UVA+B protection, healing + good
coverage
SPF 25
Quick + easy to apply

Quick + easy to apply using fingertips. Used
alone this product will achieve a light-medium
coverage.  For full-coverage, mix with Saint
Minerals Loose Foundation to create a
luminous, full-coverage complexion or the
Pressed powder  - while still allowing the skin
to breathe.
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Our bespoke, artist-quality, vegan-friendly range of brushes give expert precision + control. 
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Concealer.Peptide Cream
Price: $29Ultra-hydrating, lightweight, luxe texture

which glides on effortlessly to hide
discolouration, dark circles, pigment +
blemishes.

Highly-pigmented, lightweight – yet long-lasting cream concealer which
effortlessly hides dark circles + puffiness+ pigment + blemishes
Ultra-hydrating formula - does not crease or crepe the delicate eye are
Contains anti-aging peptides, antioxidants + essential oils
Available in 2 shades 01 + 02

This ultra, hydrating creamy concealer glides on
effortlessly to conceal discolouration + visibly
enhance texture + tone. Apply using fingers or with
a concealer brush. Non-comedogenic + 100%
natural.

Bronzer.All Over Skin Type: All 
Price: $35Universal, highly pigmented, long-lasting,

loose bronzer powder designed to create a
radiant, healthy glow, all-year-round.

A universal, highly pigmented, long-lasting, loose bronzer powder
designed to create a radiant, healthy glow, all-year-round. 
Endless application possibilities - use alone for a radiant glow, blend on
eyelids for a subtle, copper hue or use with our All-Over Mineral
Highlighter for a defined, contoured photo-finish. 
One universal shade suits all skin types + tones.

Tap a little amount into the lid of the Bronzer + apply to
designated area – buff + blend into the skin to move the
colour + depth to the area of choice. A little goes a long way,
so buff + blend gradually until you get the required depth of
bronze you prefer.
Mix with your favourite body moisturiser, or our Oil Primer to
create a silky, smooth liquid bronzer suitable for face + body.

Highlighter.All Over Skin Type:
Price: $35A true, multi-tasker. Use on cheeks,

temples, nose + eyes – the iridescent,
super-fine mineral particles create a
lightweight, flawless sheen.

A true, multi-tasker. Use on cheeks, temples, nose + eyes – the iridescent,
super-fine mineral particles create a lightweight, flawless sheen. 
Multi-functional - use with our All-Over Bronzer to contour or mix with our
Natural Oil Primer to create a natural liquid highlighter for cheeks + temples. 
One universal shade suits all skin types + tones. 

Using our Saint Minerals Dual-Finish Brush,
swirl + buff atop any Saint Minerals base to
create an effortless, soft, luminous, natural
look from day – night.

All 

Eye Liner Pencils. Price: $19.95

Build + blend a perfect smokey eye with
our super-smooth, 100% natural, highly-
pigmented, high-performance mineral Eye
Liner Pencils.

Blend + build a perfect smokey eye with our super-smooth, 100%
natural, highly pigmented, high performance mineral Eye Liner Pencils.
Long-lasting mineral based formulation.
Waterproof for that budge-proof effect needed for all day – night wear
Suitable for sensitive eyes / contact lens wearers.
Available in 3 shades – Black, Slate + Brown.

Apply as normal, as with all Saint Minerals
make-up – a little goes a long way with this
highly, pigmented formulation. Go slowly + use
short strokes to create an even line.
To soften + blend to create a dramatic smokey
eye, use the angled brush on the end of our
Dual-End Brow Brush.

Butters.Brow Price: $25
Super smooth, creamy consistency with
water-resistant properties.

Brows + arches will always be on point with our 100% natural, highly
pigmented, pomade-style Brow Butter. 
3 shades available – Blonde, Brown + Black
Super smooth consistency with water-resistant properties

Use the angled brush on the end of our Dual-
End Brow Brush to apply + define the arch.
Comb through using the Spoolie for naturally,
groomed brows which frame the face.

Mascara.Lengthening Price: $35
The bristle brush provides maximum lash
impact with no clumping. Its rich black
pigment is long-lasting + smudge-proof for
all day, high-performance wear.

Designed to be long-lasting + smudge-proof
Plumping collagen formulation
Black only, 12 ml

Start at the root + gently wiggle throughout the
entire lash length to coat from root to tip for
maximum coverage. For ultimate definition –
take the edge of the wand to coat the bottom
lashes. 

Kabuki Brush 
Foundation Brush 

Blush Brush 
Brow Brush 

$33
$35

$35
$25

All Skin Type:

Pencil Sharpener $12


